Come join us for four weeks of fun and enlightenment
(Limited Space)

Activities:
• Design your own skateboard skid tape
• Design and construct kennel tags for local Animal Shelters
• Learn the in and outs of running a business
• Build automation projects
• Programing and basic animation

Benefits:
Experience the technology needed to perform some of the high demand jobs in the next 20+ years

Requirements:
Be a student of one of the following schools:
► Peary Middle
► Curtiss Middle
► Carnegie Middle
► White Middle
► Fleming Middle
► Wilmington Middle
► Dodson Middle
► Dan Middle

Answer the question: Why do I need to learn mathematics?

Orientation/Registration: June 18th 9:30 to 11:30am.
LAHC 1111Figueroa Place, Wilmington Ca 90744

For more information please contact Extension Program: tel 310-233-4450 or email: LAHC.extension@lahc.edu